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When spires fall, who are we? 

When spires fall, who are we? 

When spires fall, 

 be they Gothic, Roman Catholic 

 be they white-steepled United Methodist 

When spires fall, who are we? 

(we are the ones we have been waiting for) 

 

when spires point 

 up 

 to blue skies 

 clouds filled with day dreaming 

 of heaven here on earth 

 radiant light-filled visions 

 and moonlit skies of nightflying 

 glorious testaments to the divine 

 

when spires point 

 up 

 to God-forsaken hierarchies 

when spires top 

 monuments to power 

when spires topple 

 centuries’ tendencies to dominate every landscape 

when structures crash 

 the ones we claim to resist 

 yet we build them 

 then they built us 

when spires fall, who are we? 

(we are the ones we have been waiting for) 

 

over 40 days ago 

 some of us proclaimed ourselves 

 people of dust and ashes 

 proclaiming the rightness of 



 returning to earth, right-sized 

over a week ago, when we 

 peered into the gaping dark gash 

 hole at one of the epicenters of 

 western christian civilization 

The first response was not 

 “Let us sit in these ashes.” 

The first response was 

LET US MAKE THE CHURCH GREAT AGAIN. 

 

A mere three days ago, some of us 

 peered into the dimly lit cavern, 

 a gaping hole of another kind 

 ready to encounter the remains of life as we knew it 

 wanting simply to honor the dead form 

 of a life that once provided us hope 

But there we only found Questions: 

 “What are you looking for?” 

 “Why are you looking for the living among the dead?” 

 “Why are you here?” 

 HE IS NOT HERE. 

When the tomb is empty, who are we? 

(we are the ones we have been waiting for) 

 

When spires fall, 

 when structures we hold dear 

 come crashing down 

 and the gaping dark holes contain nothing we expect 

 and the great wonder of our highest aspirations 

 mixes with the evils of power & good intention 

 no sweet distinction between the forms 

  that lift life up 

  and the forms that 

  tear life down 

When spires fall, who are we? 

(we are the ones we have been waiting for) 

 

I wonder how the trees felt 

 the cathedral ceiling home to a literal forest of ancient oaks 

 13,000 trees supporting 210 tons of roof & spire 

How relieved were they? 

 13,000 buttresses turned matchsticks 

 to relieve themselves of that burden 

 the weight of centuries of human supremacy 

 ripped as they had also been 

  murdered 



  taken from their land 

  like millions of others since 

  by those who decided their bodies 

  were better served 

   stripped & exploited for gain 

How did those trees feel when they burned? 

 Did they wail with grief for their children? 

 Did they cry “Free at last! Free at last!” 

 Did the trees clap their hands? 

 Did they shout “Hallelujiah!” 

 with the thousands upon thousands 

 who had been burned at the stakes 

  and hung from 

 their kindred 

Were the ancient oaks glad to finally be released 

 their last act to provide a  

 massive funeral pyre 

 to the reliquaries of domination? 

A ritual bonfire around which 

 many in the world 

 did not mourn 

  but celebrated 

Like Miriam and the women with tambores, dancing,  

praising: 

 “THANK GOD that monuments to destruction do not last forever” 

and the others who organized well into the night 

 around the glowing embers, plotting 

“These monuments, if they do not burn to the ground, 

 LET US PULL THEM DOWN 

 

When spires fall, who are we? 

(we are the ones we have been waiting for) 

 

The rich and powerful fear nothing more 

 than the empty space of pure possibility 

 filled with the sounds 

 of the pounding of 

 thousands of pairs of feet 

 of the ones who inspire 

 no donations 

 whose march began 

 with whispers and dreams 

and not spires 

 but raised fists 

 and ferocious self-affirmations 

 pointing upward 



lifting songs & doing drag shows 

 the highest amplitude of loving 

 the highest altitude of non-conformity 

 sparking an uncontrollable heat 

 that yes, 

  will cause fires 

when spires fall, who are we? 

(we are the ones we have been waiting for) 

 

Standing in empty tombs, 

 What can we imagine? 

 Let’s not even call it resurrection 

 resist the urge to fall back into old habits and old concepts 

 let’s call it creativity 

 let’s call it joy 

 let us call it the threat of possibility 

Let us not mock tradition 

 but defy convention 

Let us not be conformed to this world 

 but be transformed by the renewing of our minds 

 and our language & our practices 

Because 

 What if 

  the most important things to be said are not sermons 

 And what if 

  the most important things that need to be written are not scholarship 

 And what if 

  the BEST places to do justice are not churches 

 and what when 

  the most necessary people to lead us to liberation are not white 

 and what when 

  the most life-changing exchanges of meaning are not on the internet 

And because all of this is already true, what now? 

When spires fall, who are we? 

(we are the ones we have been waiting for) 

 

When spires fall 

 be they Gothic, Roman Catholic 

 be they white-steepled United Methodist 

when denominations crumble 

when broken systems expose our basic vulnerability &  

our basic goodness & our basic violence 

When the forests are gone 

When your scholarship is irrelevant 

When your sermon sucks 

When the internet crashes 



When your position & power are gone 

When the climate changes 

When Columbine 

When Abu Ghraib 

When Newtown 

When Mother Emmanuel 

When Standing Rock 

When Yemen 

When Berta Caceres 

When Palestine 

When Tree of Life 

When St. Landry Parish 

When New Zealand 

When Sri Lanka 

 

When all that remains 

are ashes and 

ceremony and 

prayer and 

song 

When spires fall, who are we? 

(we are the ones we have been waiting for) 

  

 

  


